
“Building a Community of Webtoon, Manga, and Comic Lovers Worldwide”

“Bringing the joy of Manga, Graphic Novels and Webcomics to Everyone”


“Empowering Artists to Protect and Preserve their Stories”

“Connecting Creators and their Fans with Blockchain Technology”
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Introduction
The earliest known human artworks were daubed on the walls of a 
cave in Indonesia more than 45,000 years ago. Though these were 
simple works depicting pigs, they prove that one of the oldest forms of 
expression is drawing on whatever canvas is available. Multitudes of 
other cave paintings have been found all over the world that exemplify 
our species’ inherent desire to tell stories by drawing what we observe 
or imagine.


Cryptoons project seeks to honor this legacy of artistry and 
combine cutting-edge modern technology with the ancient art of 
pictorial storytelling to deliver a marketplace that stands out.


In today’s fast-paced world, millions of people worldwide consume 
manga, comic books, graphic novels and webtoons every day. 
This form of storytelling has survived and thrived, despite the advent 
of more high-tech forms of entertainment, such as cinema, video 
games and audiobooks.


People have a unique love of narratives combined with art. The 
immersion and emotion an artist can create with their unique style, 
attention to detail or their meticulous penmanship is unparalleled. A 
one-of-a-kind connection exists between the eye of the artist and the 
heart of their audiences, who are transported to another world by the 
artist’s skilled hand.

In particular, the distinctive Japanese art form, manga, has exploded in popularity in recent 
years, as translated editions of manga series have become more widely available.


The Cryptoons team identified this worldwide passion for comics, manga, and all other kinds of 
drawn storytelling, and decided to take it to the next level by harnessing the power of blockchain 
technology.


The idea is simple. Use the wonders of blockchain technology, particularly NFTs, and merge 
them with the comics, webtoons, and manga industries. Through this process, Cryptoons will 
ensure the delivery of its three Pillars of Expression: Digital Accessibility, Collectable Printing, 
and Transparent Transactions.


The Cryptoons initiative has been designed to empower creators and fans with the benefits of a 
free and diverse market where everyone can enjoy manga, comic books, and everything in 
between.


Central to the Cryptoons experience will be the platform’s ‘NFT Factory,’ a marketplace that will 
allow Mangaka (creators of manga) and comic artists to convert their artworks into Non-Fungible 
Tokens (NFTs).


The Factory will link the creators and their fans directly through a transparent technology 
infrastructure and have the added benefits of community building, stronger relationships, and 
robust merchandising opportunities.


The Cryptoons team’s aspirations don’t end there. Also in the pipeline for the Cryptoons 
platform is a Comic Launchpad - a feature that will open limitless opportunities for mangaka, 
comic creators, or anyone from the community to raise liquidity funds in a fair, open, and 
decentralized way on top of the Ethereum blockchain network.


As the Cryptoons platform evolves and its community grows, the project will transform into a 
Decentralised Autonomous Organization (DAO). The platform’s subsequent management will 
be handed to its community for safekeeping - any and all $CTOON token holders will be eligible 
to participate in the DAO voting and proposal submission.
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Market Penetration 
Strategy
The decision to blend NFT technology with manga, comics and 
webtoons was based on the observation of an untapped market 
niche. Below are listed facts, figures and statistics that the team have 
analyzed while considering the project’s direction.


The National Publishing Association and Publishing Science Institute 
recently published a report that reflects the booming domestic 
market of comics and manga in Japan (digital and print) reaching 
675.9 billion yen (about US $5.9 billion) in the year 2021 alone.


The share of manga in the overall 
Japanese publishing market grew to 
40.4% and total digital sales of manga 
have surged by 20.3% (compared to the 
previous year) to 411.4 billion yen 
(about US$3.6 billion). 


These two facts are major milestones for 
Japan’s publishing world.


The Anime Industry Report 2021 
reflects that merchandising forms a 
critical part of the revenue in the Anime 
and Manga Industry, as can be observed 
from the data in the table below.

Consider also the trends indicated below surrounding the market size (past, 
present, and future) of the comic book industry in the Asia Pacific region.

All the aforementioned market findings and research convey the strong trust and 
growth of manga readership as an industry, particularly digital manga, which is a 
growth market - making the manga industry a perfect candidate for NFT adoption.

https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2022-02-28/japanese-comic-market-grows-to-675.9-billion-yen/.183095
https://aja.gr.jp/english/japan-anime-data
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Similar trends can be observed in the Western comic book and 
graphic novel industry. A report from Fortune Business Insights 
has revealed that in 2021, the size of the global comic book market 
was valued at $14.69 billion. The report also illustrated that the comic 
book market is expected to surge from $15.35 billion in 2022 to a 
whopping $21.37 billion by 2029, reflecting a competitive CAGR of 
4.8% during this forecast period.


The international success of comic book movies is likely one 
contributing factor in this: Marvel’s ‘Avengers: Endgame’ is the 
second highest-grossing film of all time.


The COVID-19 pandemic is likely another that has fueled the growth 
of the comics industry, with many new fans taking up reading comic 
books while they were sequestered in their homes.


There is clear evidence that manga, webtoons and comic books 
have well-established customer bases, and the industry is in the 
ascendance, growing stronger every year. However, piracy still 
plagues the industry.


Enforcing the Digital Millennium Copyright Act en masse is almost 
impossible. It’s a simple matter of a google search to find a free, 
questionably legal digital version of almost any comic book or manga 
in existence.


This is where blockchain technology can shape the future of artistic 
storytelling. With the unique capabilities of NFTs (Non-Fungible 
Tokens), creators and fans will have the capability to secure artworks 
and assets - so they can’t be replicated or plagiarized.

Interestingly, American comics giant Marvel also leveraged the idea of blending comics with 
NFTs, partnering with the Digital Collectibles organization VeVe to release a digital NFT edition 
of ‘Amazing Spider-Man #86.’

Considering all the growth aspects discussed above, there is ample reasoning for manga, 
webtoons, and comics to be merged with NFTs and brought under the single roof of Cryptoons.


To achieve this vision, the team is building the Cryptoons NFT Factory, as well as other 
ecosystem applications; more information about these features can be found in the following 
sections.

https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/comic-book-market-103903
https://www.boxofficemojo.com/chart/top_lifetime_gross/?area=XWW


#1 NFT Factory
Cryptoons’ NFT Factory is the cutting-edge masterpiece of our 
engineering team, who are working day and night to perfect every 
aspect of the feature. Read on for a breakdown of how the Factory 
will work.
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Product Ecosystem & 

Unique Selling Points
Designing the product ecosystem of Cryptoons was hard work. The 
team burned the midnight oil to innovate two important products that 
would change the manga and comics industries forever.



Factory Transaction Fees

The buying and selling of NFTs in the Factory will incur a nominal transaction fee (not inclusive 
of the Ethereum gas fees) which will be charged against the seller. The table illustrated below 
breaks down the Factory transaction fees.

ETH, USDT (ERC-20), and USDC 
(ERC-20) 0.2% of the NFT selling price

$CTOON Token 0.1% of the NFT selling price
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Parties Involved

A. Creators: The Cryptoons NFT factory will empower creators and 
artists to convert their virtual manga or comics into NFTs. Content 
could take many forms, including but not limited to: digital comics, 
video files, PDF documents, manga, webtoons, and photography.


However, only authorized creators who can prove they produced the 
original content will be allowed to convert their creations into NFTs. 
This is crucial: the Cryptoons team wants only original content to flow 
through the Factory, to protect the interests of buyers and preserve 
the sanctity of artists’ works.


Authorized creators and publishers can list their content on the 
platform and configure the commission percentage (royalties) for 
subsequent sales of their creation. This is one of the Unique Selling 
Points (USPs) of the Factory - artists have the power to set their own 
commission rate on NFT transactions.


NOTE: Listing NFTs on the platform will be free of charge 


B. Buyers: Buyers can follow their favorite comic creators, 
publishers, and mangaka to stay updated with their latest drop in the 
Factory. They can then buy NFTs from their favorite creators.


Buyers and fans will have the option to check each product’s ‘Comic 
Score’ before making purchases. The ‘Comic Score’ will assess the 
veracity and value of listed NFTs and give them a score rating - the 
higher the better.

C. Sellers: Members who have purchased the NFTs shall have the option to sell them at a 
margin within the factory. On every sale of the NFT, the original creator will receive the portion of 
the transaction they’ve set. This ensures that artists are respected and fairly paid when they join 
the Cryptoons platform.

Transaction 

Cryptocurrency

Platform 

transaction fees
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Submit NFTs As Collateral: The DeFi 
Initiative

Cryptoons will harness the potential of Decentralised Finance (DeFi) 
infrastructure, powered by a loan pool, within the Factory. This 
function would allow submitting NFTs as collateral to fulfill the 
financial liquidity needs of a collector.


We don’t want to leave NFT collectors in financial trouble with the 
sole option of selling their NFTs. Instead, we want to enable short-
term crypto loans through the platform by locking NFTs as collateral 
in the contract.


Every member will be able to participate and contribute crypto in loan 
pools to earn interest. These pools will be used to disburse the loan to 
the borrowers.


The NFT collectors shall be provided with the option to specify the 
loan amount they want to avail and the repayment period. The loan 
amount and repayment period will determine the interest rate.


Once the loan amount has been fully paid (including interest), the 
same will be credited back to the loan pool and the contract will 
unlock the NFT(s), moving it to the borrower’s wallet. In the 
unfortunate instance where the borrower is unable to repay the loan, 
the locked NFT will be listed on the Factory for sale. The realized 
amount will be credited back to the loan pool, ensuring lenders aren’t 
left high and dry.

Step Process
Step 1: Registration

Project leads will need to apply on the governance portal 
of Cryptoons and submit the project’s details, including 
project name, whitepaper or summary, website URL, 
social media links, funding targets, NFT distribution 
date, and other essential information.

Step 2: Internal Assessment:

The project team will be interviewed by the Cryptoons 
team, to explore the potential of the project. 
Disingenuous, unfavorable or fraudulent projects will be 
rejected at this stage. Earnest projects with potential 
and integrity will be shortlisted for launch.

#2 Comic Launchpad
Cryptoons’ Comic Launchpad is a native platform in the 
making that will allow creators, mangaka, publishers, 
and the Cryptoons community to collaborate and launch 
exciting projects together.


The launchpad will be a platform dedicated to kick-
starting comics, manga, and webtoon projects. Built on 
top of the Ethereum blockchain, this feature will enable 
transparent fundraising in a decentralized zone.
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Step 3: Support

The shortlisted projects will receive technical and 
marketing support from the Cryptoons team before 
moving them to NFT sale. We will also help with a few 
exclusive projects with their announcement campaign, 
video production, and live Ask Me Anything (AMA) 
sessions. This will help promote promising products, 
helping to make their vision reality.

Step 4: INO Sale

The projects will be allowed to launch their NFT 
collection (ERC-721 or ERC-1155) on the Comic 
Launchpad. Post-launch support will also be offered, 
including a performance review and strategy 
consultation.

Community and 
Brand 
Establishment

We believe in building the Cryptoons brand around an inclusive and active 
community that adores comic artists and mangaka, and wants to take their 
support for art to the next level. To achieve this objective, we have the 
following growth and distribution strategies in the pipeline:

Partnerships with popular comic, manga, and webtoon titles


Partnerships with popular creators in the manga, comics, and webtoons industry.


Organizing NFT Sales


Reward opportunities to incentivise collaboration and publishing


Introduction of additional staking mechanisms


AMA sessions on Twitter to engage the community


Marketing campaigns specifically oriented toward comics, manga, and webtoons.


Publishing Cryptoons milestones on Medium
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Technology: 
Sketched on 
Ethereum
Our wonderful development team has taken the decision 
to sketch Cryptoons on top of Ethereum. Careful and 
considered research went into this decision: the team 
wants Cryptoons to have the largest reach possible, and 
Ethereum was the strongest candidate for the platform.

NFT Dominance
Imagine Spider-Man without his web shooters, Batman without his utility belt, or Captain America without his 
Vibranium shield. You got the idea. Similarly, it is difficult to imagine NFTs without Ethereum.


Since NFTs are a crucial part of the Cryptoons ecosystem, we wanted to make sure to launch this initiative 
leveraging the finest blockchain network. Read on for some key points we identified that justify Ethereum as 
the best candidate to host Cryptoons.

Ethereum is the birthplace of NFTs. The first PFP NFT project (CryptoPunks) launched in 2017 and was 
built on top of the Ethereum blockchain.


Ethereum never goes offline or crashes. This means that your NFTs will always be available to be sold at 
any time and no matter your location, even in the dead of night.


Ethereum has a huge existing community. Therefore, NFT initiatives designed on top of Ethereum are 
exposed to a large and active audience.


The largest and most popular NFT Marketplace (OpenSea) operates on the Ethereum network.


Information like transaction history, buyer and seller details, and token metadata is made publicly available 
and verifiable, making it simple to prove ownership history.


Most of the blue-chip NFT projects have been designed on top of the Ethereum blockchain: Bored Ape 
Yacht Club (BAYC), CryptoPunks, Doodles, Meebits, et al.
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NFT Security
Cryptoons’ NFT Factory is the cutting-edge masterpiece 
of our engineering team, who are working day and night 
to perfect every aspect of the feature. Read on for a 
breakdown of how the Factory will work.

Token Utility
The Cryptoons are empowered and governed by the native ERC-20 token- $CTOON. The native token will be 
the key value driver for the Cryptoons internal economy. This section will analyze how the project’s native 
ecosystem will function.

The $CTOON token will be 
the currency used to fuel the 
NFT Factory: to buy and sell 
comic and manga NFTs 
through the network. The 
$CTOON token will also 
facilitate voting for the 
community’s favorite 
creators.

Payment Token

The $CTOON token will also 
function as the reward 
currency to appreciate the 
efforts of creators and 
community members who 
have contributed to 
supporting or releasing 
comics, webtoons, and 
manga online.

Reward Token

Cryptoons will eventually 
transform into a community-
driven ecosystem. $CTOON 
tokens will allow community 
members to vote on 
governance proposals.

Governance Token
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$CTOON Token Allocation

Tokenomics

15%
Marketing (1.5 B)

20%
Community Fund 
(2.0 B)

30%
Presale (3.0 B)

15%
Initial DEXs Offerings IDO 
(1.5 B)

10%
Reserve Capital 
(1.0 B)

5%
Founding Team 
(0.5 B)

5%
Charity (0.5 B)

TOTAL  $10 B

$CTOON Token

Deflation Strategy
Once the NFT factory begins turning a profit 
(estimated between 16 and 30 months after launch) 
the Cryptoons team will initiate a buyback and burn 
strategy, in which we will buy a portion of $CTOON 
tokens from the exchanges and send them to a 
dead wallet address. This will increase the rarity, 
and therefore the value, of $CTOON, helping the 
community to reap higher rewards from their 
holdings.
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Risk Mitigation 

Initiatives

Smart Contract Audit
The robustness and security of the smart contract deployed in a decentralized application is vital. Once smart 
contracts have been deployed, it’s impossible to rectify them.


Our development team is well aware of this fact, and has designed a comprehensive plan for bug fixes and re-
engineering.


Most importantly, an independent agency will be hired that will perform the smart contract audit of all the 
codes deployed to ensure the complete security of transactions executed within the Cryptoons ecosystem.


The team is also planning to launch a bug bounty program that will serve as a great initiative to find potential 
loopholes or exploits. In this way, the Cryptoons community will be incentivised to hunt potential glitches and 
make a profit at the same time.

Liquidity Locking
We will be observing liquidity locking as this is crucial to prevent the development team from accessing 
liquidity funds. Tokens in the liquidity pool will be sent to the time-lock smart contract, meaning developers 
cannot access or manipulate them. Finalizing a liquidity lock is high on our development team’s list of 
priorities.

Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)
The governance of Cryptoons will eventually be handed over to token holders who have staked $CTOON 
tokens in the governance protocol contract.


Cryptoons aims to become a community-driven initiative, and so it’s vital that the community is empowered 
to decide the direction of the project. Becoming a DAO is the only way to earnestly achieve this goal.
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Roadmap

TERM I
Launch Website
Release Whitepaper
$CTOON Token Presale

TERM II
Marketing Campaigns and Social Media Launch
Building Community Initiatives
Seek Partnerships with Independent Creators and Artists

TERM III
NFT Factory: Beta Version Launch
Test ‘Comic Score’
Additional Staking Mechanisms


